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ABSTRACT

Existing serverless computing platforms are built upon homoge-
neous computers, limiting the function density and restricting
serverless computing to limited scenarios. We introduce Molecule,
the first serverless computing system utilizing heterogeneous com-
puters. Molecule enables both general-purpose devices (e.g., Nvidia
DPU) and domain-specific accelerators (e.g., FPGA and GPU) for
serverless applications that significantly improve function density
(50% higher) and application performance (up to 34.6x). To achieve
these results, we first propose XPU-Shim, a distributed shim to
bridge the gap between underlying multi-OS systems (when using
general-purpose devices) and our serverless runtime (i.e., Molecule).
We further introduce vectorized sandbox, a sandbox abstraction
to abstract hardware heterogeneity (when using domain-specific
accelerators). Moreover, we also review state-of-the-art serverless
optimizations on startup and communication latency and overcome
the challenges to implement them on heterogeneous computers. We
have implemented Molecule on real platforms with Nvidia DPUs
and Xilinx FPGAs and evaluate it using benchmarks and real-world
applications.

CCS CONCEPTS

·Computer systems organization→Cloud computing; · Soft-
ware and its engineering→ Operating systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Serverless computing [62] has become an emerging paradigm of to-
day’s cloud and data center infrastructures [6, 9, 12, 21]. It uses one
single-purpose service or function as the basic computation unit,
which eases computing in several ways. First, it helps application
developers focus on the core logic, and leaves infrastructure-related
tasks like auto-scaling to the serverless platform. Second, it adopts
the łpay-as-you-gož model with fine-grained charging granularity
(e.g., 1ms [7]) so that users can save costs for unused computing
resources. Third, serverless computing also benefits cloud providers
such that they can manage their resources more efficiently.

There are already many implementations [4, 9, 18, 42] and opti-
mizations [11, 16, 35, 43, 54, 61, 78, 84, 91, 92] of serverless systems.
However, (almost) all of these works focus on serverless comput-
ing with a homogeneous computer, one that contains processing
units (to run functions) with the same computation ability (typ-
ically same ISA and frequency). This homogeneous architecture
is meeting its limitations in the face of several issues and recent
trends in serverless platforms.

Challenges of serverless. First, serverless auto-scalability and the
need for low communication latency require a serverless runtime
to support high function density in a single machine. However, it
is hard for homogeneous computers as the prospect of dark sili-
con [55] hampers general-purpose parallelism in computers that
only have CPUs as the processing units. Second, nowadays, many
important applications, e.g., machine learning, artificial intelligence,
video classification, and genome analysis, rely on heterogeneous ac-
celerators (e.g., FPGA, GPU, and ASIC) for faster computation. For
example, genome sequencing analysis can achieve over ten times
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speedup utilizing AWS F1 FPGA [24]. Inability to leverage these het-
erogeneous accelerators restricts serverless computing to be only
used in limited scenarios. Moreover, co-locating I/O stacks with
computations in CPU can lead to worse resource utilization [71]
and break performance isolation [64].

We believe that future serverless platforms will be deployed on
heterogeneous computers, which are connected with CPU, DPU (data
processing units [10, 31]), domain-specific accelerators [2, 67, 86],
and smart devices like smartNIC and smartSSD. Heterogeneous
computers greatly improve scalability (i.e., vertical scaling), per-
formance for a wider range of applications, and resource isolation.
With these benefits, heterogeneous computers are rapidly permeat-
ing data centers in recent years [19, 20, 23, 25, 40, 56].

This paper presents Molecule, the first serverless computing
system on heterogeneous computers. Molecule takes both general-
purpose devices (e.g., Nvidia DPU) and domain-specific accelera-
tors (e.g., FPGA) into account. Molecule leverages DPU for better
function density and FPGA for better application performance but
can still provide high-level and easy-to-use programming models,
which are beneficial to developers for two reasons. First, develop-
ers can easily utilize heterogeneous processing units to write their
serverless applications. Second, Molecule retains all the benefits
promised by serverless computing, e.g., auto-scalability.

Designing a serverless system on heterogeneous computers
raises three major challenges. First, as the DPU and accelerators
themselves become more complex [75, 76], it is not surprising that
more and more of these devices are deploying an OS to manage the
hardware resources, e.g., OSes on DPU and network devices [27, 75],
RTOS on SSD controller [68]. This trend makes heterogeneous com-
puters multi-OS systems. However, existing serverless systems rely
on single OS to manage the lifecycle of functions, control resource
allocation, and enforce permission controls, e.g., Catalyzer [54]
leverages OS fork to create new instances. This brings a new chal-
lenge to serverless computing: how can we achieve the same func-
tionalities with multi-OS systems?

Second, a design to abstract away low-level heterogeneous hard-
ware and software details for serverless systems is desired but still
missing. In heterogeneous computers, different processing units
(PUs) can have different ISAs (e.g., X86 and ARM), frequencies,
cache sizes, I/O bandwidth (better for smart devices), and other
specific characteristics. Many of these hardware details need to be
exposed to applications for better performance (e.g., RDMA connec-
tion between DPU and CPU). However, this violates the principle
of serverless computing, which aims to provide a high-level and
hardware-agnostic view for applications. The software stack on
heterogeneous PUs does not help in this case Ð PUs may deploy
different OSes (or a simple firmware for devices/accelerators) with
different services; that further increases the heterogeneity.

Third, heterogeneous computers also complicate communication
between serverless functions. Most serverless applications adopt
function chain [82], which leads to intensive inter-function com-
munication. Existing serverless systems rely on OS primitives, e.g.,
IPC [43, 61], to reduce the communication latency when functions
are running on the same PU. However, they still use the network
for communication between two PUs and thus miss great optimiza-
tion opportunities due to the wrong assumption of the underlying

DPU   Accelerators

Other heterogeneous devices

CPU

GPU
Smart I/O 

devices
!

Figure 1: Serverless on heterogeneous computers.

hardware and the inability to communicate with PUs on the same
machine directly (e.g., DMA, RDMA, or Intel CXL [13]).

To tackle these challenges, we first propose a generic serverless
abstraction, vectorized sandbox, to overcome the challenges of het-
erogeneity. The vectorized sandbox extends existing abstraction to
support concurrent sandbox creation and invocation, which is the
key to enable serverless functions on domain-specific accelerators
like FPGA. As we require each device (or PU) to implement the
interfaces required by the abstraction, a serverless runtime can
manage heterogeneous functions without considering the underly-
ing hardware and software details. Based on this abstraction, we
have implemented serverless sandboxes on CPU, DPU, and FPGA.

Second, this paper presents XPU-Shim, which is an indirection
layer between a single serverless runtime and multiple OSes. XPU-
Shim has two key primitives, neighbor IPC and distributed capa-

bilities. Neighbor IPC utilizes hardware interconnects, e.g., DMA,
to allow applications on different PUs to communicate efficiently,
while distributed capabilities provide a unified way to enforce per-
mission control in a multi-OS system. XPU-Shim bridges the gap
between existing serverless mechanisms and the multi-OS system.

Furthermore, we successfully build Molecule, the serverless sys-
tem for heterogeneous computers. Molecule is built uponXPU-Shim
and vectorized sandbox. We also review state-of-the-art serverless
optimizations on startup and communication latency and overcome
the challenges of implementing them on heterogeneous comput-
ers. We have implemented Molecule on real platforms with Nvidia
DPU and Xilinx UltraScale+ FPGA and evaluated it using bench-
marks [66, 93] and real-world applications. The results show that
Molecule can achieve up to 50% higher function density with 2
DPU devices, and significantly improve application performance
by supporting FPGA serverless functions (up to 34.6x better). Mole-
cule also overcomes many challenges to achieve low startup and
communication latency, i.e., 10x less startup latency and 13x less
communication latency than baseline systems.

2 MOTIVATION

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Heterogeneous Computers. Nowadays, datacenter and cloud
tend to deploy heterogeneous devices, which are connected with
CPU, DPU (data processing units [10, 31]), domain-specific acceler-
ators (e.g., ASIC, FPGA, GPU) [2, 67, 86], and smart I/O devices with
embedded computing capability like smartSSD and smartNIC [28ś
31, 37]. The architecture with connected heterogeneous devices is
coined heterogeneous computer.

Heterogeneous computers greatly improve scalability (i.e., ver-
tical scaling), performance for a wider range of applications, and
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Figure 2: Benefits of serverless on heterogeneous computers.

(a) We use the Python image processing function from Server-

lessBench as the application and evaluate on an x86 server

machine with two DPUs. (b) We use three functions imple-

menting matrix operations (i.e., scaling, addition, and multi-

plication) and evaluate on EC2 F1 instances (x86 server with

one FPGA device).

resource utilization. With these benefits, we believe that future
serverless platforms will be deployed on heterogeneous computers.

Multi-OS architecture. As the heterogeneous devices themselves
become more complex, device vendors tend to deploy an OS to
manage the hardware resources on the device [27, 68, 75]. For
example, Nvidia DPU leverages Linux to manage the NIC devices,
accelerators (e.g., crypto engine), onboard memory and persistent
storage. This approach decouples the resource management in the
device and the host OS (on CPU), which is more flexible than using
a single OS to manage all. The architecture with multiple OSes on
a single computer is coined multi-OS architecture.

In our experimental server, there are three Linux systems (i.e.,
Ubuntu 20.04) with two Bluefield DPUs: one on the CPU and two
on the DPUs. It is still unknown how to implement serverless
functionalities with the multi-OS architecture.

2.1.2 Serverless Platform and Sandbox. Serverless computing [62]
uses one single-purpose function as the basic computation unit,
which eases computing in several ways, e.g., auto-scaling and pay-
as-you-go model. Usually, application developers send their func-
tions to a serverless platform, which compiles the functions offline
together with a language runtime. When requests arrive, the plat-
form will schedule a worker machine with a serverless runtime to
provide sandboxed execution environments to invoke the function.

The sandboxed execution environment is called serverless sand-

box in the paper, which could be container [15, 78], gVisor [22],
AWS Firecracker [17], or Kata Container [26]. Although the isola-
tion mechanisms and guarantees are different for serverless sand-
boxes, they usually implement the same set of runtime interfaces,
e.g., OCI[33]. With the standard interfaces, a serverless platform
does not need to care about a sandbox’s internal design and can
only use the interfaces to manage function instances.

Next, we give use cases leveraging heterogeneous computers to
overcome the challenges of existing serverless computing (e.g., low
function density and limited scenarios).

2.2 Case-1: DPU for Higher Density

DPUs (data processing units) [27, 75, 76] are a new class of pro-
grammable devices that move and process data around the data
centers. DPU is a system on a chip (or SoC). It is capable of running

commercial OSes and performance-critical applications like server-
less functions. Usually, it includes a high-performant multi-core
processing unit (e.g., 2.75GHz ARM cores in Bluefield-2 DPU), an
efficient network interface capable of processing and transferring
data at (almost) line rate, and optional domain-specific accelerators.
Therefore, a serverless runtime that can distribute functions to CPU
and DPU can effectively improve the function density, as shown in
the left of Figure 1.

However, designing such a system is challenging because the OS
on DPU makes the CPU-DPU heterogeneous computers multi-OS
systems while existing serverless mechanisms are built upon the
single-OS system. In this paper, Molecule relies on a distributed
shim (i.e., XPU-Shim) to overcome the challenge. As shown in Fig-
ure 2-a, Molecule can achieve 50% better scalability with 2 Bluefield
DPUs in a single computer.

2.3 Case-2: Accelerator for Better Performance

Applications like machine learning and big data analytics are widely
spread in the cloud and datacenter, and rely on domain-specific
accelerators to finish computation tasks. For instance, Amazon
EC2 F1 [2] allows developers to design and deploy accelerators on
the cloud to boost applications like genome sequencing, big data
analytics, and video processing. As shown in the right of Figure 1,
building serverless platforms on heterogeneous computers with
accelerators can enable more application scenarios in serverless
computing. Figure 2-b shows that Molecule’s serverless functions
can achieve 3x better latency for a matrix computation chain (used
in ML applications) by utilizing FPGA. Besides, the combination
may help to improve the utilization of accelerators (ignoring fine-
grained scheduler overheads), which is a serious problem in data
centers now [60, 90]. With serverless, we can flexibly schedule tasks
to accelerators in a fine-grained way.

Although bringing accelerators to serverless has many benefits,
abstracting hardware heterogeneity into high-level interfaces for
serverless computing is hard. In this paper, Molecule proposes a
generic serverless abstraction, vectorized sandbox, to overcome the
challenges of heterogeneity.

2.4 Other Representative Cases

Many other workloads [87, 89] require a combination of hardware
acceleration and low execution latency and are invoked many times,
which can benefit from the heterogeneous serverless computing. For
example, Dorylus [89], a serverless application for GNN training,
can only use CPU now, which can be improved by using accelerators
like GPU with the help of Molecule.

2.5 Goals

The paper aims to propose a general and consistent set of abstrac-
tions for heterogeneous serverless computing. Based on the ab-
stractions, we have built the Molecule serverless system, which
supports CPU, DPU, and FPGA, and can easily extend to other PUs
and devices. The paper further proposes a set of optimizations for
heterogeneous serverless, e.g., optimizing startup and communica-
tion latencies. These contributions are shown in Table 1. Next, we
will introduce the abstractions in ğ3, and elaborate the Molecule
serverless design in ğ4.
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Table 1: Overall contributions. V.S. is short for vectorized

sandbox, and CPU-inter. is short for CPU-intercepted. ✓

means an abstraction or an optimization is supported in the

target PU.

PUs
Abstractions

V.S. XPU-Shim

Optimizations

cFork
V.S. 

caching
nIPC
DAG

to CPU to DPU to FPGA

Communication methods

CPU

DPU

FPGA

IPC RDMA DMA

RDMA

DMA Shm.

IPC CPU-inter.

CPU-inter.

3 ABSTRACTION

This section introduces two key abstractions for heterogeneous
serverless computing, XPU-Shim (ğ3.1śğ3.4) and vectorized sand-
box (ğ3.5), which abstract away the hardware distribution and het-
erogeneity for a serverless platform.

3.1 XPU-Shim

Shim is a common software mechanism for application adaptability
in computing. A shim is usually a library or a middleware that
intercepts API calls and changes the arguments passed, handles the
operation itself or redirects the operation elsewhere [34]. Following
the principle, this paper proposes a distributed shim, XPU-Shim, to
handle the distribution caused by heterogeneous computers (i.e.,
multi-OS).

XPU-Shim is an indirection layer supporting serverless runtime
on the multi-OS environment. The overall architecture is shown
in Figure 3. We describe three key features of XPU-Shim. First,
XPU-Shim is working upon the OS or firmware at each PU (called
local OS) and utilizes interfaces of vectorized sandbox to manage
heterogeneous functions Ð this significantly improves the system
flexibility as the local OS and PU could be very different. Second,
XPU-Shim provides system call style interfaces to applications,
calledXPUcalls (shown in Table 2), that provide a unified abstraction
to manage and utilize resources on different PUs. XPU-Shim is
distributed at each PU with generic programming ability (e.g., x86
or ARM cores) and maintains the global states of the heterogeneous
computer and forms the same view for applications on different
PUs. It usually requires XPU-Shim to maintain the consistency of
global states through some protocols [45]. Last, XPU-Shim supports
efficient communication for applications even on different PUs.

XPU-Shim relies on two key primitives, distributed capabilities
and neighbor IPC, to handle distributed hardware and OSes.

3.2 Distributed Capability

XPU-Shim maintains global resources and states for user-space
applications using distributed objects and capabilities. Currently, we
have defined the following two distributed objects: 1 CAP_Group

is the object recording all capabilities of a process, and 2 IPC is
the inter-process connection object. This is much simpler than
traditional capability systems because XPU-Shim only utilizes the
capability system to manage permission and communication among
different PUs.

Runtime/FirmwareDPU OSHost OS

DPU AcceleratorCPUCPU

XPU-Shim

OS

syscalls

XPU-Shim XPU-Shim

XPU-Shim
Global states / Cross-PU primitives

XPU

calls

Serverless Runtime

Vectorized sandbox Vectorized sandbox Vectorized sandbox

function function

neighbor IPC

Figure 3: Abstraction for heterogeneous serverless.

Callee Callee

CPU DPU

Callee

Remote

Node

Local IPCRemote IPC (Network) (DMA/RDMA/CXL/…)

XPU-Shim

Local OS

Hardware

nIPC

CallerFunction

Figure 4: Three IPC methods. XPU-Shim introduces nIPC as

a complement to IPC and remote IPC (network).

Global process. To utilize XPU-Shim’s unified abstraction, a pro-
cess1 should be globally identifiable. This is not naturally supported,
e.g., Linux PID is unique in the local PU, but can not guarantee
global uniqueness. XPU-Shim maintains a CAP_Group for each
process which has a globally unique ID (i.e., xpu_pid) to identify a
process. The global ID is encoded by two numbers: PU-ID (the ID
for each processing unit) and the UUID (e.g., PID) on the local OS.
This encoding method statically partitions processes to each PUs
and can mitigate synchronization costs.

Permission control. Since local OSes cannot maintain cross-PU
permissions, we should design a permission management approach
in XPU-Shim. This is achieved through the distributed capability
system. CAP_Group (per-process) maintains a list of capabilities,
including the target distributed object and the permissions. One
special permission is owner Ðwhich can grant the permission to ac-
cess the object to another process, using grant_cap. The owner can
revoke the capability using revoke_cap. The capability (or permis-
sion) is checked in XPUcalls, e.g., a process can only connect to an
XPU-FIFO using xfifo_connect when it has read or write permission.

3.3 Neighbor IPC

Neighbor IPC (nIPC) is a primitive to allow a process to communi-
cate with another process (on a different PU), as shown in Figure 4.
Compared with local IPC and remote communication (e.g., HTTP
over socket), nIPC relies on similar network-based communication
methods (e.g., PCIe). However, as a single machine, the connection
between two PUs is much more reliable. Therefore, a serverless
runtime can use a simple software stack for communication and
does not need to go through an API gateway.

1We use prcoess to represent the unit of user applications in PUs.
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Table 2: XPUcall. The table shows the major XPUcalls implemented in our prototype.

XPUcall Description

Distributed Cap.
int grant_cap(xpu_pid, obj_id, perm) Grant the capability (perm to access obj_id) to process xpu_pid
int revoke_cap(xpu_pid, obj_id, perm) Revoke the capability (perm to access obj_id) from process xpu_pid

Neighbor IPC

xpu_fd xfifo_init(local_uuid, xpu_uuid) Init an XPU-FIFO
xpu_fd xfifo_connect(xpu_uuid) Connect to an XPU-FIFO
int xfifo_close(xpu_fd) Close an XPU-FIFO
int xfifo_read(xpu_fd, buf, length) Read data from an XPU-FIFO
int xfifo_write(xpu_fd, buf, length) Write data to an XPU-FIFO

Misc.
xpu_pid xSpawn(PU_id, path, argv, envp, capv) Spawn a process in a neighbor PU (PU_id)
xpu_pid get_xpupid() Get current xpu_pid

Table 3: The vectorized sandbox abstraction.

OCI interfaces Description

state <sandbox-id> Query the state of a sandbox.

create <sandbox-id> <func-id>
Create sandbox with the ID and bundle path,
a config.json file is required to indicate details.

start <sandbox-id> Run a created sandbox.
kill <sandbox-id> <signal> Send a signal to a created/running sandbox.
delete <sandbox-id> Delete a sandbox.

Vectorized interfaces Description

state vector<sandbox-id> Query the state of a vector of sandboxes.
create vector<sandbox, func-id> Create a vector of sandboxes.
start vector<sandbox-id> Run a vector of sandboxes concurrently.
kill vector<sandbox-id, signal> Send a signal to a vector of sandboxes.
delete vector<sandbox-id> Delete a vector of sandboxes.

Currently, XPU-Shim supports a FIFO-styled communication
mechanism, i.e., XPU-FIFO. Similar to existing OSes, we use dis-
tributed capabilities (or file descriptors) to manage FIFOs for appli-
cations. XPU-FIFO is initialized with local and global UUIDs using
xfifo_init. The local UUID indicates the FIFO in the local OS, and
the global UUID is used to allow any processes to connect this
FIFO (i.e., xfifo_connect). After that, processes can read and write
an XPU-FIFO through xfifo_read and xfifo_write, which is similar
to existing FIFO’s interfaces. The techniques to implement nIPC
will be elaborated in ğ5.

3.4 Miscellaneous XPU Operations

XPU-Shim further provides some XPU operations to ease a server-
less runtime to utilize heterogeneous PUs.

Cross-PU spawn (xSpawn). XPU-Shim introduces global spawn
(abbr. xSpawn), which follows the spawn interfaces in Unix systems
to allow a process to start a new program on other PUs. As shown in
Table 2, xSpawn requires PU_id field, which indicates the target PU
of the spawn. XPU-Shim does not share any implicit permissions
between parent and child processes, and relies on the capv (an array
of capabilities) to allow a parent to grant permissions to the child
explicitly.

3.5 Vectorized Sandbox Abstraction

Now, we introduce the second key abstraction, vectorized sandbox,
which handles the hardware heterogeneity.

Open container initiative (OCI) runtime specification [33] is the
most widely used sandbox abstraction in serverless computing,
e.g., Docker runc (container-based sandbox), gVisor (process-level
virtualization sandbox), and Kata container (VM-based sandbox)
all implement the abstractions. The core of OCI runtime is five
interfaces, as shown in the upper half of Table 3.

The five interfaces are generic enough to abstract sandboxes in
many cases, which is one of the reasons why the specification is
widely accepted. Next, we explain how we implement the sandbox
interfaces for functions running on FPGAs and then discuss the
limitations caused by abstraction and howwe extend it to vectorized
sandbox abstraction.

FPGA serverless functions. Molecule supports serverless func-
tions running in FPGAs. The programming model is similar to
normal serverless functions. Developers need first upload their
function codes (written in HLS, OpenCL, or even Verilog) to the
platform, which will compile the FPGA function with a wrapper
(e.g., shell in AWS F1 [8] or an FPGA OS [65, 69]) into a bitstream
(or FPGA image). Then, FPGA functions can be invoked as usual
serverless functions.

Specifically, we implemented a new sandbox runtime named
runf, which is responsible for maintaining sandboxes on FPGAs. It
will maintain FPGA serverless instance states, which will be used
when state <sandbox-id> invoked. To create a sandbox running on
FPGA, runf will download the corresponding FPGA image and
program it into FPGA devices. start <sandbox-id> will be invoked
when the serverless runtime needs to handle a request for the FPGA
function. In this case, runf transfers the arguments to the FPGA
devices and issues a command to the device to execute the function
and waits for the results. Similarly, runf can erase the FPGA devices
to delete a sandbox.

Challenges. Although the above method can implement the sand-
box used for FPGA serverless, it has at least two limitations. First,
the OCI interfaces have poor scalability on heterogeneous devices
like FPGA. Unlike generic-purpose PUs, FPGA can only flush one
image at a time. That means we can only run 1 FPGA instance
in machines with 1 FPGA device. Even with techniques like par-
tial re-configuration, one FPGA can only support very limited re-
gions [65, 69, 73]. Besides, it also leads to higher startup latency as
we need to re-program FPGA devices for most requests.
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Second, explicitly deleting sandboxes incurs non-trivial costs
that are unnecessary in these cases. In CPU or DPU cases, a server-
less runtime should explicitly delete a sandbox to save hardware
resources. However, in FPGA, the flushed functions will not occupy
any resources and can be easily replaced when a new FPGA server-
less function is created. These two limitations motivate vectorized
sandbox abstraction.

Vectorized sandbox. Specifically, we have made the following
three extensions, as shown in the bottom half of Table 3. First,
sandbox creation is vectorized as create vector<sandbox, func-id>.
That means runf can create a vector of FPGA sandboxes at one time.
Specifically, runf can put the vector of sandboxes into one FPGA
image and flush the image containing all the sandboxes. Then, runf
can directly invoke the target sandbox (if it is cached in the image)
when requests arrive. The design can optimize the startup latency
as FPGA functions are more likely to be cached in devices.

Second, similar to creation, the start interface is vectorized as
start vector<sandbox-id>. The extension enables concurrent execu-
tion that is beneficial to achieve auto-scalability with limited FPGA
devices. For example, the wrapper in FPGA can partition resources
into several regions and allow several sandboxes to handle requests
concurrently.

Last, Molecule does not explicitly destroy FPGA sandboxes, i.e.,
the delete command will be empty and directly return (but the runf
will update sandbox states). The real destroy operations happen in
the next create operation, which will replace the current hardware
implementations with the new one. This effectively improves the
delete performance. The approach will not add overheads to the
next create operation as it does not include the erasing operation.

Summary. The vectorized sandbox efficiently enables accelerators
for serverless computing. It is worth noting that vectorized sandbox
relies on the wrapper in the FPGA to guarantee security and perfor-
mance isolation among instances, e.g., Coyote [69] implements OS
abstractions in FPGA and relies on MMU/TLB for isolation between
vFPGAs. XPU-Shim leverages the vectorized sandbox abstraction
to abstract hardware heterogeneity with great performance.

4 MOLECULE DESIGN

This paper presents Molecule, a serverless runtime on heteroge-
neous computers. Compared with prior systems [4, 6], Molecule
aims to achieve the following goals that are not explored:
• Molecule can manage worker machines with heterogeneous de-
vices, e.g., DPUs, FPGA, smart I/O devices and others.

• Molecule does not rely on the host OS to provide single-OS ab-
stractions but relies on a distributed shim, XPU-Shim, to manage
functions on distributed OSes.

• Molecule should support prior serverless mechanisms (e.g., fork-
based startup) on heterogeneous computers.

4.1 Heterogeneous Serverless Computing

Programmingmodels.Molecule has similar programming models
of AWS Lambda [6] and others [4], as shown in Figure 5. Devel-
opers need to write their functions based on a specific language
runtime supported by Molecule, e.g., Python. As shown in Figure 5-
a, we provide the same language runtime for CPU (x86 server in

# Python language runtime

def matmul(n):

A = np.random.rand(n, n)

B = np.random.rand(n, n)

start = time()

C = np.matmul(A, B)

latency = time()-start

return latency

def handler(event):

n = int(event['n'])

result = matmul(n)

return result

(a) CPU/DPU function (matmul).

// FPGA openCL runtime

Vector madd(matA , matB ,

dim0 , dim1) {

int i = 0;

// Auto -pipeline

for (; i < dim0 * dim1;

++i)

c[i] = matA[i]+matB[i];

return c;

}

Vector handler(event) {

//...

return madd (...);

}

(b) FPGA function (madd).

Figure 5: Heterogeneous serverless functions. The figure

shows pseudocode of simplified functions.
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Figure 6: Molecule architecture.

our platform) and DPU (Arm PUs in our platform) as they sup-
port general-purpose programming. However, as their computation
capabilities are heterogeneous, it is unfair to treat CPU and DPU
as the same, especially when serverless promises pay-as-you-go
billing models.

Unlike the homogeneous resource model used in existing plat-
forms, e.g., the one-fits-all memory value in AWS lambda [14],
Molecule requires end-users to explicitly assign resources to a func-
tion, and select the type of PU (i.e., CPU or FPGA) according to their
prices and hardware abilities, e.g., DPU has the lowest prices and
FPGA has the highest prices. Users can choose multiple settings
and let the platform decide how to schedule instances. According to
users’ configuration, the API Gateway then schedules a function’s
instance to machines with at least one of the required kinds of PU
where the function can execute.

Molecule supports functions running in domain-specific acceler-
ators like FPGA. Developers can write their FPGA functions in our
FPGA runtime (Figure 5-b) and upload the functions to the platform
to generate an FPGA image. Users can also construct a function
chain (or DAG) using different types of functions, e.g., a frontend
function (on DPU) to pull an image from storage services, and then
transfer the image to an FPGA function gzip to compress the image.
Molecule schedules a function chain in one computer in most cases
for better communication performance [43, 61].

System architecture. The architecture of Molecule is shown in Fig-
ure 6. Molecule serves serverless requests from the global manager.
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It can run on any PU (host CPU in the figure) in a heterogeneous
computer and manage functions in other PUs with XPU-Shim. Mol-
ecule will launch executors on other PUs through xSpawn, which
are responsible for managing local function instances using the
vectorized sandbox abstraction. The executor receives commands
from Molecule (through nIPC), executes the commands on the local
OS, and returns the results. For accelerators (e.g., FPGA) that cannot
launch a generic program, we start a virtual XPU-Shim instance
on the neighbor CPU/DPU (e.g., XPU-Shim for FPGA in the figure).
This instance is responsible for running the corresponding executor
and managing the accelerator.

Next, we introduce howMolecule achieves two important perfor-
mance goals in serverless: low startup and communication latency.

4.2 Optimizing Startup Latency

A function instance can handle a request with either cold start or
warm start, depending on whether there are available cached sand-
boxes. The first execution of a function usually begins with a cold
start, which needs to prepare function images, create sandboxes,
and load function codes. The cold start usually causes long latency,
e.g., >1s in complicated Java functions [54, 93]; which are the major
costs for most functions.

Fork-based startup [51, 54, 78] and snapshot-based startup [11,
16, 35, 54, 91, 92] are the two most widely adopted optimizations
for reducing startup latency. Molecule follows the line of research,
with two new contributions. First, prior optimizations utilizing fork
to achieve state-of-the-art startup latency requires an additional
layer of virtualization, e.g., gVisor’s microVM in Catalyzer [54] and
unikernel in Seuss [51]. We propose cfork, the first container-level
fork to achieve <10ms startup latency. cfork is designed to support
heterogeneous computers.

Second, accelerators like FPGA cannot utilize fork to boost startup
latency, bringing new challenges to serverless runtimes. There-
fore, Molecule leverages vectorized sandbox abstraction to combine
multiple serverless instances into one image, which increases the
possibility of hitting a cached instance for incoming requests.

Container fork. Container fork (cfork) inherits the idea of sand-
box fork in Catalyzer [54] to generate new instances from a pre-
prepared template container (on CPU and DPU), but overcomes
three new challenges to achieve container-level fork on heteroge-
neous computers.

First, a containermay containmulti-threads or evenmulti-processes
that are hard to be cloned correctly and efficiently as Unix fork

only propagates the forking thread. Catalyzer relies on the un-
derlying hypervisor (i.e., gVisor) to provide the ability to fork a
whole sandbox, which is inapplicable for Molecule without the
hypervisor layer. To solve this challenge, cfork proposes forkable
language runtime: a wrapper for serverless functions that is re-
sponsible for forking multi-thread instances. The language runtime
will temporarily merge all the threads into a single thread, save
the multi-threaded contexts in memory, and expand it to a multi-
threaded one after cfork. This lifts the fork mechanism from OS to
language runtimes controlled and prepared by serverless platforms.
Currently, we have supported forkable Python and Node.js runtime,
which accounts for nearly 90% of functions in AWS [36].

Second, Molecule needs to migrate the forked function instances
from the template container to a new container for isolation. To
satisfy the need, Molecule will prepare a new container (called
function container) for the forked instance. During cfork, the fork-
able runtime will reconfigure its namespaces and cgroup according
to the function’s configuration, and then load the function’s code
(and dependencies if any) and establish a connection to the Mole-
cule. After that, Molecule can assign requests to the child instance,
and the child executes them in the function container. By default,
Molecule prepares generic template containers for all functions
using the same language, e.g., one Python template for all Python
functions. Molecule can launch a dedicated template with code and
dependencies for hot functions to further reduce the latency.

Third, cfork should support the multi-OS system on heteroge-
neous computers. In order to fork new instances on multiple PUs,
every PU needs to prepare a template container for each language
runtime. After that, Molecule can utilize nIPC to request neighbor
PUs to create function containers and cfork new instances. The
new instances will utilize nIPC to get requests and return responses.

Caching FPGA function instances. Instead of łforkž, Molecule
will cache function instances to mitigate the cold-boot costs on
FPGA. This is enabled by our vectorized sandbox abstraction. Specif-
ically, Molecule can utilize keep-alive policies (e.g., FaasCache [57]
and others [82]) to predict the function instances that should be
cached and prepare an FPGA image with those instances. When
a request arrives, and the target function instance is cached, Mol-
ecule can directly invoke the function (i.e., warm start) without
re-programming FPGA.

The number of cached instances highly depends on the design
of the wrapper in FPGA, which should provide both isolation and
fair-sharing among instances. For example, the state-of-the-art
system Coyote [69] can support multiple vFPGA and utilize DRAM
stripping to achieve performance isolation, which will be a good
choice for Molecule to support serverless computing. Molecule uses
a simpler way now to statically partition and protect the resources.

4.3 Optimizing Function DAG Communication

Serverless applications are usually composed of a chain of functions
(also named łserverless DAGž) [82, 84, 93], making communication
latency important. Serverless platforms usually use the network
and API gateway for communication in all cases, which can incur
unnecessary costs when functions are running in a single machine.
State-of-the-art serverless systems [43, 61] adopt local IPC when
two function instances are in the same PU and use network mecha-
nisms (e.g., gRPC or HTTP) when they are on different PUs. For
example, SAND [43] allows function instances to communicate
through a local bus with each other when they are on the same PU.

Molecule leverages XPU-Shim to support IPC-based communica-
tion in a heterogeneous computer, allowing functions on different
PUs to communicate like in a single PU through nIPC.

nIPC-based DAG call. Prior systems [43, 61] usually rely on an
intermediate entity, e.g., local bus in SAND [43] and the engine in
Nightcore [61], to transfer messages. Molecule implements a łdirect
connectž method that establishes connections directly between
caller and callee function instances, i.e., establishing a full-duplex
connection using FIFOs between two functions. To support this,
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each function will create a self_fifo which is named using its UUID
(globally unique), and block on the FIFO (i.e., xfifo_read). When a
request arrives, Molecule injects the UUIDs of caller and callee into
each function instance, so functions can communicate with others
by writing others’ FIFOs (i.e., xfifo_write).

Supports for DPU. As nIPC provides the XPU-FIFO abstraction,
which is almost the same as local FIFO used in single-PU systems,
the supporting efforts for CPU-DPU heterogeneous computers are
minor (about 30 LoC changes in Node.js runtime). The major dif-
ference is that functions should register their FIFOs to XPU-FIFOs
to allow processes on other PUs to access.

Supports for FPGA. FPGA functions can utilize the same FIFO
design to transfer data between CPU and FPGA. However, this also
leads to two copyings to transfer data between two FPGA functions,
i.e., the caller needs to copy the data to host DRAM, and the callee
needs to copy the data from the host DRAM back to the FPGA
attached DRAM. Molecule implements a zero-copying method by
leveraging DRAM data retention [1], an advanced FPGA feature
that allows Molecule to load a new FPGA image without erasing
the data in the FPGA attached DRAM, i.e., the data is persisted. In
this case, the caller FPGA function can leave the data in the FPGA
DRAM, and the callee FPGA function can directly use the data
without data movement. FPGA wrapper is responsible for clearing
sensitive data.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND OPTIMIZATIONS

We implement XPU-Shim totally in user space for better portability.
The core of the XPU-Shim prototype includes 3,542 lines of C/C++
codes (excluding third-party libraries). Besides, we provide an XPU-
Shim library (1,460 lines of C codes) that provides the XPUcall
interfaces invoked by processes. XPU-Shim will connect and syn-
chronize states among PUs utilizing the underlying interconnect.
In our settings, the DPU and CPU communicate through RDMA
(which is the only exported PCIe-based communication method),
while FPGA and CPU communicate through DMA.

Besides, we implement Molecule based on vectorized sandbox
abstraction. In CPU and DPU, the abstraction is implemented based
on Docker runc [32] (by always passing one-sized vector). In FPGA,
we implement a new runtime, runf, which will manage FPGA server-
less functions. runf relies on an FPGA wrapper to statically assign
DRAM banks (or PLRAMs) to an instance; two instances can share
a DRAM bank only when they will never execute concurrently
(enforced by the wrapper). Molecule supports two mostly used
language runtimes, Node.js and Python, accounting for 90% of
functions in AWS [36] for CPU and DPU and provides one FPGA
language runtime based on OpenCL and Xilinx Vitis [39].

XPUcall optimizations. As the XPU-Shim is another process in
the system, we need an IPC approach to communicate between a
user-process and XPU-Shim. In a naive implementation, we use
FIFO and shared memory to implement XPUcalls. The XPUcall
uses FIFO to pass small arguments and uses shared memory to
transfer bulk data. However, the two IPC round trips, shown in
Figure 7-a, can lead to significantly high costs in DPUs, e.g., 100us
in our Bluefield-1 DPU, while the costs in host CPU is about 20us.
Therefore, we propose two optimizations.
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FIFO-req FIFO-res

Local OS

XPU-Shim

Function

FIFO-res

Shared MPSC-queue (req)
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XPU-Shim
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Figure 7: XPUcall optimizations. MPSC is short for Multi-

Producer Single-Consumer.

Figure 7-b shows the case that XPU-Shim polls on an MPSC
(Multi-Producer Single-Consumer) queue and relies on IPC to notify
processes for XPUcall responses. This can reduce the IPC round
trips from two to one. The optimization is reasonable in devices as
XPU-Shim can be pinned to dedicated cores for better performance.
Besides, we can further let the processes poll on shared memory
for responses, eliminating IPC costs, as shown in Figure 7-c. In our
evaluation, we choose the second method as the default one.

To enhance security, the MPSC queue is only used for notifying
XPU-Shim about which process has issued XPUcalls. All invoca-
tion information is recorded in a per-process shared memory, so a
malicious process may only perform DoS attacks by corrupting the
queue but cannot learn information of other processes. XPU-Shim
also supports multi-threaded handling for XPUcall-intensive scenar-
ios, in which each XPU-Shim thread will handle a dedicated MPSC
queue. An alternative implementation is to use the Multi-Producer
Multi-Consumer queue to allow work-stealing [49, 53].

Inter-PU synchronization. XPU-Shim follows the ideas of prior
multi-kernel [46ś48] and partitioned kernel [83] designs to synchro-
nize global states among different PUs through message passing
explicitly. We have the following strategies to manage global states.
• No synchronization with statically partitioned global states: creat-
ing and destroying of processes (i.e., CAP_Group) can (mostly)
be processed by XPU-Shim on the local PU because the global
PID is encoded with PU ID and local UUID.

• Immediate synchronization: states like XPU-FIFO’s global UUIDs
should be globally unique. Therefore, xfifo_init XPUcall needs
to synchronize with other PUs to ensure that a global UUID is
valid. Besides, we synchronize all capability update operations
immediately to ensure permission checking can always finish
locally, i.e., no runtime synchronization costs.

• Lazy synchronization: XPU-Shim allows harmless stale states. For
example, when an XPU-FIFO UUID’s reference counter turns
to 0 and could be deleted, XPU-Shim revokes the XPU-FIFO’s
resources but synchronizes the UUID information lazily to other
PUs. This enables optimizations like batching to avoid frequent
synchronization.

Profile selections. Molecule allows developers to choose multiple
settings (or profiles) for their serverless applications, e.g., a function
can be scheduled on both CPU and DPU.When a request for a multi-
setting application comes, the control plane of Molecule will choose
a specific PU based on platform-specific policies. For now, Molecule
uses a policy that considers function-chain by locating functions in
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one chain to the same PU. It is feasible to extend Molecule to use
other policies, e.g., machine-learning model-based ones [96].

Keep-alive policies. Molecule inherits the approach used in ex-
isting systems [57, 82] for the keep-alive policies. The decision is
made by the control plane of Molecule. Molecule now will tend
to cache functions in a chain in the same image. We will consider
incorporating advanced policies like FaaSCache [57] in our future
work.

Limitations. Currently, our prototype does not implement the
direct communication between DPU and FPGA; instead, we rely
on the host CPU to forward the data between DPU and FPGA, i.e.,
CPU-intercepted communication.

6 EVALUATION

In the evaluation, we answer the following questions:
• Question-1: How does XPU-Shim reduce the cross-PU communi-
cation latency? (ğ6.1)

• Question-2: Can Molecule achieve better scalability and perfor-
mance on heterogeneous computers? (ğ6.2)

• Question-3: Can Molecule achieve better performance than com-
mercial serverless systems? (ğ6.3)

• Question-4: Can Molecule achieve low startup latency for server-
less on heterogeneous computers? (ğ6.4)

• Question-5: Can Molecule achieve low communication latency
for serverless on heterogeneous computers? (ğ6.5)

• Question-6: How does Molecule reduce the end-to-end latency of
serverless applications? (ğ6.6)

• Question-7 : How is Molecule compared with state-of-the-art
serverless systems? (ğ6.7)

• Question-8: How easy is it to support a new accelerator? (ğ6.8)
We use two settings for evaluation. First, we use one server with

Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 CPU (2.10GHz 96 cores in total), con-
nected with two 100Gbps Mellanox Bluefield-1 DPUs, each with 16
ARM cores (800Mhz), as the CPU-DPU heterogeneous computer.
Second, we use an AWS F1.x16large EC2 instance (64vCPU) with
eight UltraScale Plus FPGAs as the CPU-FPGA heterogeneous com-
puter.

We compare Molecule with Molecule-homo (the homogeneous
version of Molecule) and commercial serverless systems like AWS
Lambda [6] and OpenWhisk [4]. Molecule-homo does not utilize
XPU-Shim; therefore, it can only run on either CPU or DPU (but
not both) and cannot utilize accelerators like FPGA. Molecule-
homo uses Node.js Express [5] and Python Flask [3] as the baseline
DAG methods, which are also used in OpenWhisk. It also does
not use optimizations like cfork. However, our good implemen-
tation of Molecule-homo achieves much better performance than
AWS Lambda and OpenWhisk (ğ6.3). This makes Molecule-homo
a more reasonable baseline to illustrate the benefits of hardware
heterogeneity and optimizations of Molecule.

6.1 Neighbor IPC Performance

nIPC’s performance is at the core of Molecule performance. Thus,
we evaluate it first. We compare the performance of nIPC with
Linux FIFO as shown in Figure 8. We evaluate three nIPC cases
based on different XPUcall implementations (Figure 7). In all three
cases, a caller in DPU will issue a xfifo_write and measure the
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Figure 9: Comparison with commercial serverless systems.

latency as the nIPC results. Linux FIFO is the ideal communication
mechanism used in state-of-the-art serverless systems for internal
calls.

As a result, nIPC-Base and nIPC-MPSC (i.e., multi-producer
single-consumer) have 1.6xś2.8x times higher latency than Linux
IPC (onDPU) because of the XPUcall costs. nIPC-Polling can achieve
about 25us latency, which is even better than Linux IPC (on DPU)
because it bypasses the slow kernel on the device; it is still 1.5xś3.1x
slower than Linux IPC (on CPU). The results confirm the efficiency
of our XPUcall optimizations on devices. We do not apply these op-
timizations on the CPU because XPUcall causes much fewer costs
in the CPU (about 20us) in our settings.

6.2 Benefits of Heterogeneous Serverless

This section explains how the results in Figure 2 are achieved.

Higher function density on CPU-DPU computers.We take one
Python image processing function as a case and evaluate the max-
imum function density in one worker machine. As shown in Fig-
ure 2-a, the resources of the CPU in our server only support up to
1000 concurrent instances in the baseline. When we configure the
function to run on both CPU and DPU, Molecule can create new
instances on DPU that can achieve more than 50% density with 2
Bluefield DPUs. Notably, Molecule does not improve the per-PU
density, while the density per computer is improved by utilizing
DPUs with Molecule.

Lower computation latency on CPU-FPGA computers. Matrix
operations are at the heart of deep learning. Compared with general-
purpose CPUs, FPGA is a better choice to perform these computa-
tions. We implement three basic operations, matrix scaling, matrix

addition, and vector multiplication, into CPU functions and FPGA
functions. As shown in Figure 2-b, all the three functions achieve
lower latency (2.15xś2.82x) using FPGA functions.
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Figure 10: Serverless startup latency. Molecule’s cfork can

significantly outperform baseline cold boot, and a remote

cfork only adds negligible costs with the help of XPU-Shim.

Table 4: FPGA resource utilization.

# LUTs # REGs # BRAMs # DSPs

AWS F1 Total 1,181,768 2,364,480 2,160 6,840

Wrapper (12 func.)
119,517
(10.1%)

196,996
(8.3%)

486
(22.5%)

787
(11.5%)

6.3 Commercial Serverless Systems

Before evaluating other metrics and applications, we compare Mole-
cule andMolecule-homowith existing serverless systems, including
OpenWhisk and AWS Lambda. Specifically, we evaluate two im-
portant performance metrics: startup latency and communication
latency. We use a helloworld function for startup latency evaluation
and an image processing function for communication evaluation
(the transferred size <1KB). In AWS, we use the step function as the
communication method. As shown in Figure 9, Molecule achieves
37ś46x better startup latency and 68ś300x better communication
latency compared to OpenWhisk and AWS Lambda. Even our ho-
mogeneous version, Molecule-homo, achieves 5ś6x better startup
latency and 4-19x better communication latency.

Next, we elaborate on the details of how our optimizations on
Molecule achieve this good performance.

6.4 Function Startup Latency

Startup latency on CPU and DPU. We take Python image pro-
cessing as a case to evaluate function startup latency in Molecule, as
shown in Figure 10-a and b. We compare three cases, the Molecule-
homo baseline, the Molecule’s cfork issued by local PU, and the
Molecule’s cfork issued by a neighbor PU (cfork-XPU in the figure).
The results show that Molecule’s cfork can significantly outper-
form baseline cold boot. Besides, with XPU-Shim supports, we can
fork a remote template with negligible costs (about 1ś3 ms).

Startup latency on FPGA. We take vector multiplication as an
example to break down the startup latency on FPGA, as shown
in Figure 10-c. We consider three stages: erasing the old image,
loading the target image, and preparing a software sandbox to
invoke functions. The most naive approach (i.e., łBaselinež) takes
more than 20s to finish the whole process. The major costs come
from erasing. As discussed, erasing is unnecessary (for most cases)
in FPGA serverless, andMolecule can achieve about 3.8s by skipping
the step (i.e., łNo Erasež). Molecule can achieve better performance
(1.9s) when the function is cached because of vectorized sandbox
design. In the best case, if runf still maintains the warmed sandbox,
we only need 53ms to invoke the function. It is worth noting that
optimizing FPGA startup latency is not the major goal of this paper,
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e.g., Molecule can achieve 20ms startup latency when the FPGA
deploys systems like Coyote [69].

We analyze the potential to cache instances. Table 4 presents the
resource utilization in F1 with vectorized image. Our wrapper con-
taining 12 instances (four instances for madd, mmult, and mscale)
only takes 10.1% and 22.5% of the total LUT and BRAM resources.
With 8 FPGAs, Molecule can cache 96 FPGA function instances
in one computer. Moreover, the FPGA wrapper required by vec-
torized sandbox introduces space overheads, i.e., 5% lookup tables
(logic resources on the FPGA) in F1 for the case in Table 4. Other
advanced wrappers take similar costs, e.g., Coyote [69] requires
2-4% base overhead and up to 14% for a full-featured wrapper with
four vFPGAs.

cfork breakdown. We break down the cfork performance to il-
lustrate how different optimizations work2, as shown in Figure 11-
a. łBaselinež indicates the startup latency using Molecule-homo.
łNaive cforkž initializes a function container, uses cfork to propa-
gate a new process, and assigns the child process to the function
container’s cgroup and namespaces. What’s more, łFuncContainerž
eliminates the overhead to start a new function container, but uses a
pre-initialized one to settle the child process. łCpuset optž does the
same as łFuncContainerž but applies a patch to the Linux kernel,
replacing semaphore locks in łkernel/cgroup/cpuset.cž to mutex
locks, and thus reduces the overhead to change the cgroup. As
we can see in the figure, simply using cfork can achieve about
2x better startup performance compared with baseline. When we
apply all the optimizations, the function can initialize more than
10x faster than the baseline.

Memory saving. Figure 11-b and Figure 11-c compare memory us-
ages of an image resizing function in Molecule-homo and Molecule
under concurrent running functions (from 1 instance to 16). We
use the resident set size (RSS) and the proportional set size (PSS)
to represent the memory usage. RSS is the total memory used by
a process, while PSS is composed of the private memory of that
process plus the proportion of shared memory with other processes.
Each point in the figure shows the average value of memory usage
over all running instances. In Molecule, RSS and PSS also contain
template container’s resources. A comparison of the two figures
shows that Molecule achieves lower PSS comparing to the baseline
(34% lower for 16 instances). The major reason for the improve-
ment is that cfork shares more states among instances. Molecule

2The results are evaluated on a desktop machine with Intel Core i7-9700 CPU (8 cores,
3.00GHz), 16GB memory and Linux 5.8.10 kernel.
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Figure 12: Serverless DAG communication latency.Molecule

achieves 10ś18x lower latency.
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requires higher RSS because of the additional resources required
by the template container.

6.5 Function Communication Latency

CPU and DPU. We take Alexa skills as a case to evaluate DAG
communication latency in Molecule, as shown in Figure 12. We
compare Molecule (using IPC and nIPC) and the baseline (Molecule-
homo using Node.js Express). We consider different cases, including
CPU only (Baseline-CPU), DPU only (Baseline-DPU), and cross CPU
and DPU. In all the cases, IPC-based DAG optimizations can achieve
15ś18x better latency than the Baseline. Although nIPC can incur
additional costs than local IPC, it still significantly outperforms the
baseline method (10ś13x).

FPGA.Molecule’s nIPC utilizes DMA to transfer data between CPU
and FPGA functions, which only incurs 50ś100us costs to transfer
4KB data. We further compare the basic approach with our shared
memory optimization (based on data retention), using an FPGA
function chain with five functions to perform vector computation.
As shown in Figure 13, the optimizations can effectively improve
end-to-end performance (i.e., 1.95x) by mitigating unnecessary data
movement.

6.6 Real Applications and Benchmarks

We evaluate Molecule with applications from ServerlessBench [93]
and FunctionBench [66]. We compare the end-to-end latency of
baseline (Molecule-homo) and Molecule on the CPU, DPU, or both
(if the application is a DAG chain). Instances on DPU with Molecule
are booted remotely with cfork and XPU-Shim’s supports. Besides,
we evaluate both the cold-boot and warm-boot (instances cache
hit) results, shown in Figure 14. We also evaluate three serverless
applications with FPGA functions [38], GZip, Matrix-Comput, and

Anti-MoneyL, to illustrate the performance benefits of Molecule.
We normalize results and label concrete numbers in the figure.

Performance with cold-boot. Figure 14-a and c show the end-
to-end latency of eight applications with cold-boot on CPU and
Bluefield-1 DPU (or BF-1 DPU). Molecule outperforms the baseline
in all cases, achieving 1.01x-11.12x less latency. The major factor for
the improvement depends on the execution latency, e.g., Molecule
only achieves 1.01x better latency in Video Processing because it
takes about 37 seconds for processing a video, which dominates
the costs. Instead, we can achieve 11x in Matmul as it is a short
function that only takes 3ś12ms for processing.

BF-1 DPU requires longer latencies than CPU (4xś7x) because of
its low frequencies (i.e., 800MHz ARM cores). We further support
Molecule on BF-2 DPU, the state-of-the-art DPUwith up to 2.75GHz
cores, and present the performance in Figure 14-d. As a result,
DPU functions achieve 3xś4x better (compared with BF-1) latencies
on BF-2, and are very close to the CPU functions’ performance.
This indicates that it is reasonable to utilize DPU for serverless
computing, which has comparable performance and promises better
energy efficiency.

Performance with warm-boot.Warm boot means reusing before-
hand booted instances to execute a function, which is usually much
faster than a cold boot. Consequently, some serverless systems [57]
prepare several function instances in advance so that the invoca-
tions of these functions can avoid cold boot (i.e., cache hit) and thus
optimize startup latency. Figure 14-b shows the warm-boot latency
on the CPU, which means each instance is created and cached be-
fore the first invocation request’s arrival. Both the baseline and
Molecule achieve better results as states are warmed, and achieve
almost the same results in most cases. Molecule leads to additional
costs in some cases because cfork will lead to more page faults to
handle copy-on-write. This indicates that it is reasonable to cache
warm instances through common booting rather than fork when
the cache hit rate is high.

Performance with chained functions. We present the end-to-
end latency of two chained functions, Node.js Alexa (with five
functions) and Python MapReduce (with three functions), as shown
in Figure 14-e. Besides the baseline and Molecule results on CPU
and DPU, the figure includes latency when distributing functions
to different devices (i.e., CrossPU in the figure). Specifically, we
ensure that all inter-function calls are cross PU, e.g., in Alexa, the
1st, 3rd, and 5th functions are in the host CPU, and the 2nd and
4th functions are in the DPU. These instances are pre-booted to
lower startup overhead’s influences on the end-to-end latencies. As
shown in the figure, Molecule can achieve 2.04ś2.47x less end-to-
end latency in Alexa with our IPC/nIPC-based optimizations, and
3.70ś4.47x less latency in MapReduce.

FPGA serverless applications. We evaluate three serverless ap-
plications that FPGA can accelerate. GZip is the application from
FunctioBench, which will compress a passed File. We implement
the function utilizing Molecule’s FPGA runtime and compare their
performance with different sized files (from 1KB data to 112MB
Linux code). As shown in Figure 14-f, FPGA accelerated Gzip signif-
icantly outperforms CPU Gzip when file size is larger than 25MB,
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Figure 14: Serverless applications.We present end-to-end latency. The unit is milliseconds unless explicitly declared.
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Figure 15: Serverless system design. Compared with state-

of-the-art serverless system designs (i.e., Kata Container [26],

Docker [15], gVisor [22], FireCracker [42], Replayable [92],

SOCK [78], Catalyzer [54], OpenWhisk [4], Nightcore [61],

Faastlane [70], Faasm [84]), Molecule achieves both low

startup and low communication latencies.

i.e., 4.8ś8.3x better latency. Anti-MoneyL is an application for anti-
money laundering checking. It will process a set of files with trans-
actions. Figure 14-g presents the latency to process transactions
with different entries (6 thousand to 6 million). FPGA accelerated
Anti-MoneyL outperforms CPU Anti-MoneyL by 4.7ś34.6x. Last,
Figure 14-h presents the results of a matrix computation application
in CPU and FPGA. FPGA functions achieve 2.8x lower latency.

6.7 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Systems

This section compares Molecule with state-of-the-art serverless
systems [22, 26, 42, 54, 61, 70, 78, 84, 92] on optimizations.

Startup optimizations. As shown in Figure 15 (a), snapshot (or
checkpoint and restore) and fork are the two most widely adopted
optimizations for reducing startup latency. For example, Replayable
Execution [92] and FireCracker [91] leverage prepared snapshots
to mitigate the application initialization cost. Catalyzer leverages

Table 5: Supporting different PUs. VSandbox is short for vec-

torized sandbox. Implementations can be reused by different

PUs.

PUs VSandbox XPU-Shim Programming model

DPU Modified runc
Communicate with
DPU through RDMA

Multi-languages

FPGA runF (on OpenCL)
Communicate with
FPGA through DMA

OpenCL (can be ex-
tended to others)

GPU runG (on CUDA)
Communicate with
GPU through DMA

CUDA C++ (can be ex-
tended to others)

sfork to reuse the state of running instances and achieve sub-
millisecond startup latencies. Compared with prior optimizations,
Molecule’s cfork is the first to fork a container-based serverless

function and overcomes the challenges of forking multi-threaded
processes. Besides, cfork is the first to support the cross-PU fork,
which is necessary for heterogeneous serverless computing.

Communication optimizations. State-of-the-art serverless sys-
tems [61, 70, 84] utilize IPC or shared memory for better commu-
nication performance, as shown in the upper half of Figure 15 (b).
For example, Nightcore [61] proposes internal call abstraction, that
utilizes Linux FIFO for communication. Faastlane [70] executes
functions of a chain as threads within a single process to achieve
extreme communication performance (but having worse isolation).
Molecule follows the line to utilize IPC for communication. More-
over, Molecule utilizes neighbor IPC to achieve the fastest cross-PU
communication latencies with the same IPC abstraction for func-
tions, as shown in the bottom half of Figure 15 (b).
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6.8 Generality

Molecule eases the efforts to support new heterogeneous PUs (or
devices) for serverless computing. Specifically, with the proposed
two general abstractions, developers only need to implement three
components to support a new PU, including vectorized sandbox run-
time, XPU-Shim and programming models. Molecule is responsible
for the rest, including hardware management, functions scheduling,
states/data synchronization, and others. Besides the DPU and FPGA
presented in the paper, we have preliminarily supported GPU and
smartNIC on Molecule, and our experiences indicate that the efforts
are small.

Table 5 shows the required components for different PUs. We
take GPU as an example. Specifically, we should do the following
things to implement abstractions for GPU required by Molecule.
(1) Implement a vectorized sandbox runtime. It is called runG

now for GPU. runG needs to implement the five interfaces
defined by the runtime, i.e., create, start, kill, delete, and state
GPU kernels/functions. runG is implemented based on CUDA
API. Besides, GPU is nature to support vectorized abstraction
as a single GPU wrapper (with Nvidia Multi-Process Service)
can easily support multiple functions (either using multiple
contexts or a single context).

(2) ImplementXPU-Shim interfaces.XPU-Shim provides a shared
view for functions. We implement it for GPU in the same way
for FPGA. The XPU-Shim will listen for XPUcalls from GPU
functions, handle them, and synchronize data (when necessary)
with other PUs.

(3) Have a programming model of serverless functions for

the new device/PU. In our prototype, a GPU serverless func-
tion is a CUDA C++ kernel function and implements a specific
interface (the entry_point). A wrapper manages the GPU func-
tions implemented based on CUDA API. It is possible to use
other models which are orthogonal to Molecule.
With Molecule, these steps are sufficient to enable GPU for

serverless computing, and GPU functions can seamlessly coop-
erate with CPU, DPU and FPGA functions. There are certainly
further works and optimizations to do to better utilize GPU for
serverless computing, e.g., some developers prefer to use high-level
frameworks (e.g., Tensorflow) instead of CUDA. These works are
orthogonal to Molecule’s goals, and we believe future works can
solve them.

7 RELATED WORK

System supports for heterogeneous computers. There is a long
line of researches on the system supports for heterogeneous de-
vices [41, 44, 46, 47, 50, 58, 59, 67, 77, 79ś81, 83, 85, 86, 90]. Some sys-
tems use smart devices to offload computation-intensive tasks [59,
67, 80, 81, 86]. Distributed OSes, e.g., Multikernel [47], Omnix [85],
and Popcorn [46], are proposed to run a single OS (with multiple
kernels) to manage heterogeneous hardware resources; however, it
is non-trivial to implement such an OS with all required primitives.
Floem [80] proposes programming abstractions for NIC-accelerated
applications. However, the abstractions are too specific for server-
less functions to use. Flick [52] utilizes advanced hardware features
to support applications running on a heterogeneous ISA computer;

however, it requires hardware modifications and is hard to use in ex-
isting environment. E3 [72] is a microservice execution platform for
SmartNIC-accelerated servers, which can significantly improve the
energy-efficiency. However, E3 does not consider serverless-specific
requirements, e.g., low startup and communication latencies.

Compared with existing heterogeneous frameworks, we propose
XPU-Shim and vectorized sandbox, which are two basic abstractions
for heterogeneous serverless computing. We carefully design (only)
essential XPUcalls. Molecule is built upon the abstractions and can
enable serverless computing on heterogeneous computers with
great performance.

System optimizations for serverless computing. Prior works
propose many optimizations for serverless computing, including
snapshot and fork-based startup [51, 54, 54, 78, 91, 92], IPC-based
communication [43, 61], and others [57, 63, 70, 74, 88, 94, 95]. Mole-
cule follows the line of research and proposes cfork and nIPC-based
communication to achieve low startup and communication latency
on heterogeneous computers. Other works, e.g., keep-alive poli-
cies [57], core scheduling [63], fault tolerance [88, 94], long-running
programming models [95], are orthogonal to Molecule, which will
be explored and integrated in our future work.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes Molecule, the first serverless system support-
ing heterogeneous computers. Molecule is carefully designed to
abstract away the hardware distribution and heterogeneity with a
shim layer (XPU-Shim) and vectorized sandbox abstraction. Our
results show Molecule brings significant benefits on scalability and
performance. We believe Molecule will motivate many future works
for heterogeneous serverless computing.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A.1 Abstract

Molecule is a sandbox runtime for heterogeneous serverless com-
puting. This artifact includes the prototype implementation of Mol-
ecule, FunctionBench and ServerlessBench ported to Molecule, and
the experiment workflow to run these workloads.

A.2 Artifact Check-List (Meta-Information)
• Program: Molecule
• Data set: Open-source workloads from FunctionBench, Serverless-
Bench, and AWS.

• Hardware: FPGA is needed for FPGA function tests (available at
AWS EC2 F1), and DPU is needed for CPU-DPU tests.
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• Metrics: Latency.
• Output: Performance reports for the test cases.
• Experiments: The artificat includes all the scripts and workloads
(benchmarks) necessary to reproduce results.

• How much disk space required (approximately)?: 10GB.
• Howmuch time is needed to prepareworkflow (approximately)?:

1 hour.
• Howmuch time is needed to complete experiments (approx-

imately)?: 3 hours.
• Publicly available?: Yes.
• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: MulanPSL v2.

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How to Access. The source code and benchmarks are hosted
onGithub: https://github.com/Molecule-Serverless/molecule-artifact.

A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies.

• CPU: Servers with x86 CPU are recommended. Users can
also use ARM servers for experiments.

• FPGA: Users need a computer that is equipped with (at
least) one FPGA card for FPGA-based functions. AWS EC2
F1 instance (using AMI: ami-02155c6289e76719a) is perfectly
for this case.

• DPU: Users need a computer (with x86 CPU cores) that is
equipped with Nvidia Bluefield DPUs. As DPU is a generic
processor (using ARM CPU cores) and is abstracted by XPU-
Shim, the experiments for CPU-DPU settings are almost the
same as CPU-only settings. The artifact will use the CPU for
the tests. The instructions to configure and use DPU are also
provided and can be used for users with DPUs.

A.3.3 Software Dependencies. The following is a list of software
dependencies for Molecule and workloads (the listed versions have
been tested, and other versions might work but not be guaranteed):

• OS: Ubuntu 18.04/20.04 or Centos-7, Linux kernel 5.4.106.
• Compiler: g++/gcc-7.5.0, go1.15.5.
• Dependent libraries: build-essential, pkgconf, libtool, libsystemd-
dev, libprotobuf-c-dev, libcap-dev, libseccomp-dev, libyajl-
dev, go-md2man, libtool, autoconf, automake.

• Other dependeicies: Docker

The README on Github provides instructions to install the
dependencies.

A.3.4 Data Sets. The evaluation workloads are as follows:

• Eightworkloads (Chameleon, Linpack,Matmul, PyAES, Video
Processing, DD, gzip Compression, Map-Reduce) from Func-
tionBench.

• Two workloads (Image Resize, Alexa) from ServerlessBench.
• Three FPGA workloads (GZip FPGA, Anti-MoneyL, Matrix)
ported from AWS/Xilinx demos.

A.4 Installation

Molecule is open-sourced at https://github.com/Molecule-Serverless.
As the project contains many components, e.g., container runtime
supporting fork and language runtimes like Python/Node.JS for
functions, we use git-modules to manage them all in the artifact.

The code repository is organized as follows:

• molecule-benchmarks/: the benchmark suite (including source
code of serverlessBench) and scripts.

• functionBench/: the source code of functionBench.
• forkable-python-runtime/ andmolecule-js-env/: the language
runtime (Python and Node.js).

• xpu-shim/: the XPU-Shim source code.
• pychain/: the IPC-based DAG chain for python functions.
• runc/: the runc supporting cfork.
• vsandbox-runtime/: the vectorized sandbox used to manage
FPGA functions (based on crun).

• moleculeruntimeclient/: a client to invoke commands on
remote PUs through XPU-Shim.

• docs/: figures and documents about the artifact.

To download and build Molecule and the test workloads, users
can run the scripts:

## Enter to the molecule artifact

cd molecule-artifact

## Update all submodules:

git submodule update --init --recursive

## Build all componets (on x86 CPU):

./build_all.sh

If you have Nvidia DPU (with ARM cores), or you are using an
ARM server, use the following command to build:

## On the Nvidia DPU node

./build_all_arm.sh

In addition, each sub-system and the README in Github include
detailed instructions to build systems and workloads separately.

A.5 Experiment Workflow

Molecule utilizes docker container to build function images and
run the functions. The artifact provides a set of scripts to run the
experiments used in the paper, including hello-world demos (for
functionalities), benchmark tests (for results reproducibility), and a
set of microbenchmarks that help users to understand the details
of techniques and custom the artifact for their own usages. All
the scripts are well documented, and the results are formatted and
explained.

A.6 Evaluation and Expected Results

The evaluation includes both benchmarks and microbench mea-
surement (mostly on latencies).

A.6.1 Benchmarks and Applications. The artifact includes scripts
to run benchmarks and applications. The detailed steps to run them
are as follows. The scripts will run both the baseline system and
Molecule and print the comparison data.

Functionbench. To get the end-to-end latencies of Molecule, users
can use the following instructions:

cd TOP_DIR/molecule-benchmarks/function-bench

./func_bench.sh

Chained applications. To run chained applications (e.g., Alexa)
on Molecule:
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cd TOP_DIR/molecule-benchmarks

# Build runtime and functions

./chained-func/docker_build.sh

# This script will run Alexa chained applications

./chained-func/docker_run.sh

FPGA applications. To run FPGA applications on Molecule:

cd TOP_DIR/molecule-benchmarks/fpga-apps

./run_bench.sh

Output. The artifact has formated the outputs. For example, the
results of Functionbench would be like:

Function-bench Tests

Test-Case: LinPack (taking minutes)

=============== fork-startup result ==============

latency (ms):

avg 50% 75% 90% 95% 99%

6.40 5 8 9 9 9

=============== fork-end2end result ==============

latency (ms):

avg 50% 75% 90% 95% 99%

56.00 52 59 70 70 70

=============== baseline-startup result ==========

latency (ms):

avg 50% 75% 90% 95% 99%

177.60 172 177 186 186 186

=============== baseline-end2end result ==========

latency (ms):

avg 50% 75% 90% 95% 99%

203.70 198 203 212 212 212

Test-Case: Chameleon (taking minutes)

...

The above results show that the scripts will explicitly highlight
the time required for each test case and the well-formatted results
of baseline and Molecule under the same cases. The results are
directly matched to the data in the paper.

A.6.2 Microbenchmarks. For users who care about each detailed
technique, we provide a set of test cases to evaluate the different
techniques proposed by Molecule. For example, the IPC-based DAG
case is as the following.

IPC-based DAG. To get the communication latencies of Molecule,
using:

# Enter molecule-benchmarks

cd TOP_DIR/molecule-benchmarks

./staged-func/docker_build.sh

# This script will run all cases (Figure-12)

./staged-func/docker_run.sh

The above commands will run the test cases and dump the com-
munication latencies between different caller and callee, which
are the data used in the paper. Please refer to the README in the
artifact’s Github for more cases.
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